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PAD UCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVEN
ING. APRIL 16 1907.

EARTH TREMBLES
AND PEOPLE DIE

I

WEATHEat FORECAST.

1 ROUSTERS SCARCE;
REASONS PLENTY

Southern Mexico Visited With
Awful'Quake

'I'‘‘o Theories Advanced By
Local River Men

Two Cities of Interior`Laid Flat and
and More Than Five Hundred
Killed.

One Says They Must Be Treated
Better, Have Beare Food and Better Hours.

REPORTS

OT HER SAYS INHERENT

LACKING

DETAILS.

g

nem
10 CENTS PER WEEK

TESTIMONIAL.

GUS G. SINGLETON
CITED IN COURT
Mast Appear

Before Judge
Evans for Alleged Contempt -

Trustee Boyd, For Relthopf Ceeditore,
Charges Him With Interfering
With Sale.

FAULT
STRANGE

C
Mexico City, April IA.—Additional adviees from southern
points Guyette. the estimate of
the disaster wrought by the
earthquake, which shook this
cite and spread death and desolation throughout the southern districts, mere eepecially le Guerrero. It is now said the first estimate of 500 dead may be below
the actual figures. Poor wire
communication makes it difficult work securing authentic information.

4

4

Final Doom Is Pronounced Against The
4
Famous "Red Light"District ofPaducah

PLANT RESUMES
ITS OPERATIONS

ReedJPASTOR CALLED
BY CUMBERLAND

et.

a

SCENE

IS

ENACTEQ

When it, becomes necessary for
steamboats to use the police of a
C•re*e<elikee-WeiireitelereieW
,
WeWIS1•3
city to secure enough rousters to
operate the boat, as was the case
"A. E. Boyd, trustee In bank.
with the Buttorff at Nashville yese4 ruptcy, at the above matter has-terday, and when
this stringent
leg tiled his petition praying for
method fails to accomplish any re4t.FAVt)11 DISGUSTED.
a citation against Gus (i. Single- f
sults, in the minds of the river men
Chicago, April 16.—Disgusted
ton, requiring
him to show to
in Paducah a crisis has been reached
with his church members for
cause why he should not be fined t'
$
,
in
river
navigati
on.
After
offering a
substituting the pleasure of aus for contempt for interfering
:-#
4
number
of inducements to secure
tomobiling, golfleg and other
with and obstructing the said •
musters, a telegram from that, packkinds of country outings on Suntrustee in the performance of his
et to Captain G. F. Phillips here,
day for church going, the Rev.
duties
as an officer of this court,
their agent, states that the police
Thaddeus jahively has resigned
It ii, now ordered that a rule iswere Invoked and used their power
the rectorship of St. lebrysostoms
sue against him, Gus G. singleto round up vagrants to put them to
City of Mexico, April 16.— The
Episcopal church. The chum% is
—Jamieson in Pittsburg Dispatch..
ton, requiring him to answer
work on the boat, but the net reNational Bank of Mexico lies received
one of the most fashionable in
and
show cause at the federal
sults of all their efforts were to prea
egram saying that '500 lives were
the city.
court room in Louisville at 10
vent the Buttorff from leaving Nashloot in the destruction of Ch
o'clock, a. m., May 4, why he
ville Sunday or Monday, and ma)
go and Chilapa by earthquake. The
CANDIDATE CRAZY.
should not be tined for eoutempt
perhaps cause still further delay,
telegram adds that both eitles were
DalseUvilk, III., April 16.as prayed in said petition."
Nashville has always been a parcompletely destroyed.
In govern1igutinick. Franckwitie a politicticularly hard point to secure rousmentail circles the report Is not credian, is a raving maniac as the
• Iele:e:e:e:eIeWsreVieVe-DO•Melil2S2tree
ters but the scarcity is felt no less
ited. It is admitted that both cities
remit of a hot election camin Paducah. The Fowler packets in
,were levelled to the ground but it Is
paign for village clerk. The exThis order was entered by judge
the Evansville trade for the last sevExcepting Judge
not thought that the death list wifl
citement unbalanced his mind
Walter Evans yesterday.
William
eral weeks have found its difficult to
now famous order, cleaning out Padueven approach 500 owing to the fact
The petition Sled by Trustee Boyd
and he is now confined in the
get enough hands to handle their
cah
ered
that the houses are massive affairs,
district, the erection
grew out of a scene that oecu.rre
business, the result .being to throw
jail.
d
of a new publicschool building on I
built of sione Inc order to resist earththem greatly off schedules.
daring the sale ot the Retkopf homeThe
the
Lyon
property
quake shocks.
on
Clark
street
Lee
bepackets have had the same troustead March 5, at the court house.
VETERAN FIREBUG.
tween Eighth and Ninth streets, will
Federal authoritieS here have been
ble and in a more
In that sale Colonel Singleton is reless degreet all
Bryan, Ohio, Aepil 16.—Jack
have the most salutary effect toward
appea:ed to by governors of the diethe packets and towboats. That there
ported to have said that he would
Page, 82 years old, a firebug.
Mergen
thaler-Horton Basket cleaning out a disreputable
trice, of Bravos and Chi:ape for tents
must be some basic reason for the
section The Rev. Joseph McLeskey of 'give Mr. Bradshaw 81,00 as
who nettle a confession that he
part of
as the nbabItants in the stricken
arcity of negroes who will work on
Company Has Receiver and of the city of any measure heretofore
the profits he expected to make out
had sent 20 men to the penitenNewber
n,
Tenn.,
Accept
attempte
s Pul of the sale of the homestead
d. Instead
cities are now eying In the open havthe river, Is realized by the older
being daunttiary, pleaded guilty today to atif Ire
Economy 'A ill be Watchword ed by the statement of
heads around the river, and their
ing constructed dwellingip of palm
that the Lyon
pit and Organization Will would quit bidding on the property.
sad was sentenced to two
property would be disadvantageous
Ideas have become shaped into two
leaves and brunches. The governor
Under Eyes of Court
He made this statement because
years in the penitentiary.
be Maintained Here
clearly defined principles, which on
because of its proximity to the famof Guerrero has dispatched military
he was aroused by what he considerone or the other every river man can
ous "90.0," the majortty of the whoce
engineers and troops to the destroyed
ed the pathetic sight of Mr. Rollie:Ti
SUICIDE AT GRAVE.
• be found.
ll
district.
-cfitigh
PRESENT MANAGER REMAINS. trustees favor taking the property bebid4i og at the ea le.
Hotchkissville, Conn., April 16
Intervie
wing two largety interestcause the erection of the building PROPERTY SUIT IS PENDING. Mr. Bradshaw
Are Far From Railways,
—Standing beside the body of
represented credited river men this morning, these
would necessitate the removal of the
Both cieles are so far resnoved
orland was bidding. Several fights
eethur Burns, her dead sweettwo
theories
of the 'cause of the
houses of 1:1 fame and saloons a safe
from ratrways that it is impossible
were narrowly averted at the sale.
heart. Lillian Cartledge swallowscarcity of labor were expressed, the
The Mergenehtiler-Horton
Basket distance front the srhool building.
to obtain aceueste and rapid, Inter:Ied four ounces of carbolic acid,
W'hen'thee_facte of the case were
Pending
the decision of the Tenfirst man stating what may be term- company, oue of Paducah et largest Oity. ordinanc
es stipulate that no sagence of the disaster. Ohilpancingo
dying today.
presented to Judge Evans he iaeued
nessee
supreme court on the quesed the new idea on the river:
industries, has been placed in the loons or other objectionable
Is the capital of the state of Guerrero
houses
the order. The penalty if Colonel
"The time has come," he said, 'hands 'of William P. Hummel, as re- shall
be operated within three blocks tion whether the reorganized Cum- Singleton is convicte
and four years ago was visited by an
FATAL LOVE.
d of contempt iu
"when river men must realize that ceiver. The action was taken on
ap- of a public school. The residents in berland Presbyterian or the Presby- his actions at the
earthquake which killed and wounded
New York, April 16.—Fr4enda
sal,e, may be a tine
conditio.
ne have changed in steam-a plication of George E. Kellogg, of that
neighborhood will be to a, man terian church of the United States or imprisonment
matry lnhaeleants and destroyed a
until both fell in love with the
In the discretion of
boating. It used to be that negroes New York, one of
the stockholders. behind the school board in the erec- owns tha property
same girl, Vincennes Cite and
large Pert of the town, the populaof the old Cum- the judge.
had to work on the river. They do Additional, stock of
$115.0,06te was tion of the building, because of its berland church
Buca Plandiano ((merit a duel in
tion of the towies Is 7,498. The popuorganization, the
not now. Every city now offers op- recently
•
authorized to lift a heavy purifying effect on their section
Zone park, Long Island, today as
lation of the city of Chilepa is 15,of members of the Cumberland PresbyMRS. HOLMAN'S DEFENSE.
portunity for street work or builddebt, but Kellogg thought by econom the city. The comrndttee appointe terian church
the result of which both are
000 and that place Is the home of
in this city are makd
ing work at wages which are atthe
:cal management the company could to secure a site for the new .
dead. Plandiano was instantly
bishop of the Catholic church who
buieding ing active preparations to continue Says She Always Thought White Was.
tractive, but the kind of work and
pay off without mortgaging the plant, have found no property better
killed by a bullet and Cita copadministers to the ecclesiatekel aflocated their organization. The Rev. Joseph
a Good Man.
the wages paid do not cause the
mated suicide beside the body
and flied his petition for a receiver or of greater altitude, and
fairs of the entire region
the
fact McLeekey, of .Newbern. Tenn., has
scarcity of labor on the river.
In
of his former friend.
and injunction to prevent the issue. that there Is carly one building
Pittsburg, Pa., April 16.—
No word has been received from
on been called to fl:1 the pulpit and has
my observation, the sole cause of the
The
The plant is to resume operations at the large lot, makes it cheaper than accepted. The services for the pres- Leader today rivb:Islie
the hiehop's palace and it Is not yet
d a copyrightfalling off In labor is due to • the
once under the manageenent of Wai- any other Sot of similar eize would be. etreare being held In the county ed statement
MINERS AMBUSHED.
known whetter or not he was a v'cseveral columns long
treatment the roosters get on the
Wheeling, April 16.—A party
court house and it will continue to by Mrs. 3. C. Holman,
tan of the shock.
boats. You may call•et fastidiousness ter Smith, the present manager. It
mother of
of Hungarian miners were ambe the place of meeting until a new Evelyn Nesbit Thaw,
iti which she
In the rousters, but It Is a fact that employes about 10.0 hands, some beFear for a Third City.
bushed last night at Red Bird
church is built. The Tennessee su- justifies herself of the charges
they have gotten to the point where ing fine menhenics and the weeiely
Midway between Ohilpancingo and
made
mine by Americans and one forpreme court will render a decision against her. Mrs. Holman
they wont stand the cursing of the pay roll is one of the largest or any
says she
Ctilapa is located the city of Teals.
eigner was killed and another
in
May on the quegtion of property did not asslit Jerome in
officers, the irregular hours and poor manufacturing firm In Padtwah.
As no word has been received from
the Peeseetle
wounded.
sights, and the Cumberland mem- lion and states that
Stanford White
food. While the city work and wages
that place it le; feared it also has
bers all over the country will abide always was a good man so
would not prevent a normal supple
far as her
Attorney Peter Seay Injured.
been destroyed. According to
the
by the decision in this test case. If knowledge /nes. She
THEATER FIRE.
says 'his attenof river labor, they do serve to make
Mayfield Ky.. April
-Peter
movements of the earthquake Textile
16.
New York, April 16.—Fire,
the union is ratified and the proper- tion to Evelyn wee disinter
eetod,
the rousters independent. They like Seay, the piwyer, 1. confined at home
would be In its direct line and
Lexington, Ky., April 16.—. in the ty assigned
which for a time threatened
If
to
the Pre4byterian general denial-of al: charges made
the river life, but the fact that they with tiro broken ribs. Mr. Seay had
the city has escaped it is on:y by a
trial of William Britton, for conspir- church
buildings adjoining, burned out
the Cumberland
members by Evelan in her teetiniony is made.
can -get other work at good wee, been,to Murray on business and was
miracle. All communication
acy in the assassleation . of James here, 80 in number, will build
the upper floors of the New York
with
a She said if Evelyn had told her the
short hours, and persoual treatment, returning hidnie Friday afternoon,
the wen coast has been rat off since
theater this morning. The InteCockrill, John Smith today made a church, the construction to. begin in story. she alleges she told
thaw, She
when he was thrown again* a seat complete confessii
thellnornent of the flea big (Mock
rior of the titenter WAS tnIt
in. Ile Implicated August. The Presbyterian church Wliaild hare killed White.
(Continu
e(i
the
In
page
car.
4.)
on
wed it le net known to what extent
Hargis and Jackson, who, he testi- here has posseteelon of the buildine, a
damaged. The fire caused a
that region has suffered. The near
ved, planned the murder.
panic among guests of the Homajority of the members favoring IIAAG
DELAYED SEATS FOR
eat big town, Acapulco, 131 kilothe union.
tel Astor and Metropole.
' 'HIGH SCHOOL AUDITOREICSI
meters southwest has not been based
- —
REMITTANCE MAN IN BAD.
from.
HARD T4, KILL.
The long delayed spate for the aue
Gott the vicsicano•ks of Celima and
Auburn, N. Y., April 10.—
Collects Adviuwe Installment on Imditorlutn et the Washington school
Sortrile, are in this region and the
Seward Sexton, who was electee
aginary Furniture.
artived last night from Grand RapCentral City, Ky., April 16.—(Spe- his friends to keep his body three
people fear the earthquake may
euted in Auburn prison this
ids, Mich., and were Ws morning
Mal.— Had not soine prophetic Im- days, he might have been buried
cense these mountains to become
morning,'showed the most wondelivered at the school house. There
Paul
Burnell,
we
he
says
disorder
gets
ed brain of Otis alive; for the poor fellow, who was
pulse In the
mere eetive and to destroy much
derful resisting powers seen in
are 325 and they will be placed In
Coursey, the Illinois Central opera- pronounced dead before day Thurs- money from Thome" where The has a
years. State Electrician Davis
property and many lives.
the auditorium if original Wane are
"wad," but who refuses to divulge
tor, who swallowed a big dose of day morning, manifested signs
of
found it necessary to give the
Greatest in Pan Twenty Years.
careied out. The moats now 111 use ta
morphine Wednesday night, prompt- returning life a few hours later, and the name of the town, was held over
Hickman, Ky., Aprirel6.'iSpecial.)
man five distinct contacts, varythe auditorium sill be removed
Meninees from as far north ati Ban
to
tO
the
grand
jury
tine
on
write
charge
note,
a
him
instruct
to
of
ed
ing death did not come In until late last
—Wade Brown, deputy United Steeds recitation rooms. The
ing from 1,740 yoke at three
Lula Potosi end as far south as San
seats were orobtaining money by false pretenses
night.
believed
It
is
the
youth
was
amperes, to 1,740 volts at eight
marshal, was held under bond of 8500 dered several months ago and de.
Juan Besfutleta, in Tabaseo, report
deranged. He had just returned from this morning. Flie cape went before
amperes. Sexton was convicted
feeling the shooks; in varying degrees
for
killing James Bolton, the boot- 'aye& became the manufacturers 'had
a visit to his wife when he swallowed the grand jury at 2 o'clock this afterOf murdering Thomas Mahoney.
other orders ahead to fill.
But at no piece up to date has the
legger.
The bond was furokehed• fne
the fatal dose, after writing a num- noon. Russell was charged
with
loss of life OT groat damage of propber of letters and wiring to the dis- taking 50 cents from Albert Beasley, etanter. It is certain he will be ex
RUSSIA MAKING TRIAL
GRAIN MARKET.
erty bees reported except In Guerpatcher at Paducah to relieve him. colored, molding on the old city hos- operated
•
.
oF NEW TIMECincinnati, April 16.—Wheat,
rero. From these intelligences it
He swallowed an eight of an ounce pital property, as an advance installSe Petersburg, April l6.--Rua
core,
49;
71/;
rata,
45
1-2.
teams that tbe :ale tremble wan great
of morphine: "God knows," was his ment on a 12 Mere mahogany suite
Is experimenting with the twenty-four
PAY CAR KILLS MAN.
er 18 extent than any that bee precedonly answer, to inquiries concerning of furniture Russell, was to have
hour time system, the bourn being
William
Born,
Mr.
to
and
Mrs.
Rehkopf
presideM
,
tsanlE.
the
of
ed It during the lest half century,
his motiee. In one note he said: "Life shipped to town from a Chicago
numbered ooneeentively from ode to
Monroe 'ru pt E. Rob kepi &old Wry. company.
Catered
Lamp
17E;
at
Cairo
June.
The boundary line of the northern Burch. of Thirteenth and
dleappoi
ntment."
is a
His bride of house.
twenty-four, instead of to two periwas Indicted by the grand jury in the two weeks Is distracted.
(Ion Struck.
sone of the present earthquake, so- streets, a gen.
,
ods of twelve hours. The minister
circuit court this morning on the
c'ord'lng to reports received up to this
'
Society Meeting.
Struck by engine, No. 1191, pull- of railroads has directed that the sum
time, show that ft extended incrose'Com pleitel y destroyed. The shocks charge of obtaining money by alse
BLIDA OW AY IMPROVEMENT.
The Trimble Street Home Minion ing the Illinois Central
icentiued today and the natives are pretenses.' Ttls (sawed that E. Beepay car mer time tablee for the tad/roads to
the country fil a northweeterly dimesociety met with Mrs. George fleuer from Mounds, Ill , to
panic stricken.
Paducah, Tay- Moscow be printed In thernew *Teem
kopf, as president
the 11), Rettkopf Lower Bowel Meets This Mornistir
lion for over 40.0 miles and thsit jibe
on Seventh street Monday. It was a lor Lacey, 40
Among the dead is the wife of Sadditery compeny, represented to the
years old, a colored
and Pewees Ordinance*.
eoutheett erect of the shock covered
meeting full, of latereet. Itsoih lady lamp tender, employed
Nagai laspeetor Guerra and a child Amerlean-Gerneur -National
by thee.. Ma- tuu SHOOT WILL RE HELD
hank
Cdet miles melting
ReePIQU hetdat
rennin'
•
105","
11
tine
on
Ir.'81
Hester
?1111—
o'clock thew morning, the lower board Rion work
square mike effected kr the lest
she has done since the last killed this morning, being picked
panic prevails ereryeheere anti the
All rifle end pistol marksmen are
up
Cobb. of Bethel Spring*, Penn.. and of the general reline% gave teme paes&trek.
meeting.
They
felt
the
blessed
influlifeless
30
from
feet
people are fleeing to oven oeuntee• another on Roper & Doling, of New age to
where he; was invited to the railroad range'l'
the ordinates/as providing for ence for good.
at
A confirmed report Jun revolved
Mrs. H. W. Jennings, struck. The body was taken to Cai- the fair gronn
1The earth font inuev to rock at half Haven, Ky.. for $75 each, for goods
oa Soifer/Inn street.
improve
ment
of
Broadwa
the
y
to
the of Memphis. a member of the society ro. The accident
Shows Chet 11 persons were killed
vu
due to a party Iltay'20. The Id Paducsh Rifle and
hotri* Intervals sett msny' minor Shipped to the firms when there
was city. limits. witifieonerete sidewalks, teen with them, and showed her
sine 27 ininred in the town of OKear- of section men obetructitig gaglneer Revolver eub
Shocks are completing the work of no money dos hint ISOM either
a be reorg.anixed and
en.rbs
gutter..
of
and
the
The ordinances piest tote for the vrort.—(Communi- Id fliers view
mincing° and Ohtapa, whit'
about 8 o'clock this will not be restrieted to railroad
were destruction of the drat quake
firms.
,
.
were, signed by Mayor Teteer.
tested.)
morning.
men.
Generally fair and colder tonight
and
Wednesday.
Frost tonight.
Highest temperature yesterday, 59;
lowest today, 45.

1

wet
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JACKSON-HARGIS
TOOL CONFESSES

His Prophetic Impulse SaVes
Coursey From Awful Death

_
REHKOPF MATTER
UP TO GRAND JURY

of

CAPT. WADE BROWNFURNISHES BOND

!SOS TWO.

THE PADUCAH- EVENINI5 SUN.

PUTHFIES CITY PARK PLAN
SS.%7•ThEi EILO 013 MEETS APPROVALC

eructed on the west side The council, granted the request and ordered
the c:ty eugine.er alter the plans Be-

St Eel)Ol ,

PAT. 16.

500,000 Grip Victims

E.1).S
. Is.cknai: asked that his
There is no other part of our 'physical
cense be transferred frost 204 South
system upon wIligh eo much
depeeds as upon the blood. The muscles
, nervei, bones, sinews, akin, and
Noith street to 1533 Broad street. No
other portions of the body are sustained,
Over half a million are sufdeveloped and enabled to perform
wrap:lout .tiass been received about S.
their different duties. because they are
supplied with nourishment and Tenth. Broad
fering from the awful grip—
saloon being there and licenses have
way
kinand
healthful properties through the circulation.
In various wars the blood
becomes contaminated and polluted. A
bees granted previously. Still the
in New York State there are
sluggish, inactive condition of the
torio Avenue the'Site
system, and torpid state of the avenues
members thoustht when a license is
of
iily waste, will leave the refuse
nearly 200,000 cases, in Chiand waste matter of the body to sour and
transferred notices should be posted
form uric and other acids, which
are absorbed into the blood and Rheuma
cago
tism, or some itching, disfiguring
100,000.
city
The
solicitor
said
ordinan
the
ce
skin disease is the result. Muddy,sallow
complexions, eruptions, splotches, Broadway Sidewalk, Curb and Gut- was not violated directly, but he did
pimples, etc., all show that some hemor has
Mr. W. A. Stagg, 1063 Pataken root in the circulation
ter Inisoovemente Are Ordered
think the spire,. of the ordinance was
and rendered it sour and unfit for ninirish
ing the body. There is scarcely
Nile's.
By
Lower
Board.
being
any dieease whirl' cannot be traced to
violated. The council 'voted te
cific SIreet, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the blood. Often the disease-tainted
blood of parents is handed down to children
have the notices 'posted, but afterand their lives are a continual
who is vigorous at the age of
battle against disease in some form, usually
Wards reconsidered by request and
of a scrofulous nature. Rheumatism, Catifrt. Skin Diseases, Soiles and
73,
has been cured several
granted 'permission to open the saUlcers, Contagions Blood Poison, D. A. R. DRINKI
NG FOUNTAINS
etc., are all deep-seated blood troubles, and
until this vital fluid is purified
loon
once.
at
times of grip by Duffy's Pure
they cannot be cured. For all blood
diseases S. S. S. is the best remedy ever
A petition was read from property
put upon the market. This great medicine
Malt Whiskey taken as preis made of roots, herbs and barks
owners on Clark street between
of recognized blood -purifying and building
-up properties. It goes down into
scrib
Au
ed and • has alscr-been
ordinan
ce granting the park Tenth and Eleventh streetS, asking
the circulation and removes all poisons,
impurities and humors, supplies
the blood with the healthful properties it needs
commissioners power to create a that the street be graveled.
saved by its use from the bad
and completely cures blood
diseases of eyelet kind. S. S. S. cures
ark in the middle of Tenth street
A number of the employes of the
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula,
after-effects of the disease.
Skin Diseases, Scres and ricers, Contagi
ous Blood Poison, etc., because it between Broadway and Kentucky av- railroad have to pass this street and
purifies the blood. Book on the blood
enue was given first passage by the In rainy weather it is extremely
and medical advice free.
Mr. Stagg writes:—" For thirty years
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
GA. councilmen last night. The city has muddy. The -railroad company owns
DUFFY
'S PURE MALT WHISKEY
purthased .100 feet through the the property. It was referred to the
has been my one meiicine. I have
block where the old warehouses city solicitor to investigate and get a
always used it as prescribed and it has
stood for the continuation of Tenth deed from the company.
street. On each aide of the street the
proved a valuable aid, as it has not
Miscellaneous Business.
plan is to have a walk, 5 feet wide,
Several transfers of lots in Oak
only cured several attacks of grip but has
and a driveway, 20 feet wide. This Grove cemetery were ratified by the
prevented any bad after-effects. I cannot
leaves so feet for the park. Trees% board.
speak
too highly of what DUFFY'S
flowers And - seating arrangements
Allowanse of $350 for drinking
PURE
MALT WHISKEYshas done for
We are showing thousands of postal cards
will be prepared, making a pleasant fountains was granted. The location
that are exactly the thing when you want to drop a line to your
place to rest as well as pretty spot will be selected by the D. A. R. comme, and will always keep it t._. stimulate
friends.
for the eye. A walk three feet wide mittee and the city engineer.
and tone up my system and as a sure cure
We show feather cards, celluloid cards, leather
in the center is planned.
cards,
The board of public works was
for
colds and grip. Although 73 yzars old,
comic cards, embossed cards, jewel cards, tinsel
It was discovered in the new ordi- given permission to take out $5,000
cards and
I
am
bale and hearty, due to the judicious
everything that is new and attractive in the postal
nance, fixing licenses for the city, a insurance on the market house.
card line.
use of DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHISwild west show had been omitted. A
A letter was read from the WornAs usual our prices are less than other dealers.
KEY."
license of $50 is charged for a cir- en'e club requesting the boards tc
ML W. A, STAGG.
cus, but the representative of the be present at an address on educa•
wild were show coming to the city tion by Mrs. H. W. Mengel at the parthe latter part of the month, pro- ish house of the Grace tpiscopal
tested to the mayor that his show church. The invitation was acceptAt Harbour's Department Store.
is recognized everywhere as the unfailing specific for the cure of consumption, nervousness, typhoid, malaria, every form
la as not 14,circus and asked that a ed.
of stomach trouble, all diseases of the throat and lungs, and all run down and, weakened conditions of the brain and body. It
license of only $25 be charged. MhyS. L. Davis claimed his property
restores youthful vigor to the old by nourishing and feeding the vital forces of life, and maintains the health and strength of the
or Telmer brought the matter before Was assessed too high and the matyoung. It is a form of food already digested.'It is prescribed by doctors of all schools, is used in all the leading hospitals of the
world, and is recognized as a family medicine everywhere. It is absolutely pure. Medical advice and a valuable illustrated
the council for action. An amend- ter was referred to the proper perOUT FLOWERS,
counties and an application for
a ment
booklet on diseases sent free. Our guarantee is on every bottle.
to
the
ordinan
ct
charter
was
sons
from
given
make
to
justifiab
changes if
Fulton county receiveh
le
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 6011
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is sold by all first-class druggists, grocers and dealers, or direct, in sealed bottles only.
first and second reading, fixing the s The matter of extending Jackson
Roses, beet grade per dos .. 51A4 and filed. Hopkinsville was the place
Price $1.00. See that the "Old Chemist" trade-mark is on the label and that the seal Over the cork is unbroken. Look for
License
at
$50.
and
$5
selected
for
Guthrie
from
street
each
for
side
the
street
next meeting.
to the
them carehttly, and refuse substitutes. It will cure you after all other remedies have failed. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.,
Roman Hyacinths, white, per dos. 5'311
Rochester, N. Y.
Those in attendance were Presi- Show attached. The provision in- city limits was referred to the joint
A choice lot of bedding plants of
cludes a dog and pony show, fixing street committee.
dent
J.
F.
Boyd,
Boaz; Vice Presiall kinds,
dent Ed L. Francis, city; Secretary J. the license in that ease at $10 to
Final passage was given the ordiFree delivery to any part of the
0111111111111111111111111111111.11111M11111M,
R. Whittemore and Ereasurer M. F. $20 in the discretion of the mayor, nance, encreosing salary of the city
and $3 Oil- each side show. The pro- engineer and a request from IV. J.
Rice, city; A. Bradshaw and M.
T.
MOREAU/3 litt08.,
Davis, of Hopkinsyilke; C. Winslow, vision appift• to a show charging 50 McPherson, electrical inspector, askmot& ammo 191
Wing°, and fra Newman, Kevil. The cents for admission, and those that ing his salary be increased,.was reexecutive committee is composed of charge under that sum are to pay ferred to the joint fire committee.
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hata, Caps and Gents'
RURAL CARRIERS.
Messrs. Bradshaw, Newman and a license. of 1.25 to $50 according as
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost. Also
Councilmen Lindsey and Herzog
the mayor sees fit.
Winslow.
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, Sorting
were absent.
Meet in Padueah and Grant Two
Broadway Improvement.
Goods and Jewelry—all slightly damaged by water. Entire
Second reading was given the or- FARM LAN'all NEAR CITY FOR
County Charters.
stock must be sold at once, so come and get flrigt choice.
—If your working hours are longer than those of any of your employ- dinances providing for curbs, gut*SALE.
Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m.
At a meeting of the state Rural ees, you need more help.
ters, and sidewalks on Broadway
We have some very attractive ofTell It in a
from Fifteenth street to the city lim- fers in farm lands near Paducah. One
Letter Carriers' association held Sun- want ad.
day at the post office, work for the
its. Omission is made of the proper- tract of twenty-five acres, good land
A,
year was outlined and charters
The really good man is always bet- ty of Mr. W. F. Bradshaw. The re- and in desirable location, one tract
granted Christian and Montgomery ter than he knows
maining property owners deeded the of 100 acres can be le.ught at a re211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street
necessary property to the city.
diculymsly low figure and sold for
Property owner* on First street twice as much as now asked, Let us
Wetteh this article for day it is
between Broadway and Washington show you Our list.
put on, On only short time, so
street tiled a request that sidewalks H. C. Hollins, Traeheart Building,
come early or you We miss it.
The American People are Noted for Their Love of Fair Play.
so Trail St on the east side of the street be not Telephone 127.
Special arrangements for colored
This, That It flay Be Said To Be a National Trait
construc
ted and that the
mai:road
of Character.
patrons to see this great snow.
tracks be put there, so as to have a
The greatest hindrance of all is to
Remember the
e
The an who strikes another a fool blow, or maliciou
wider street. Sidewalks will be con- meet with no oppositi
In ha
einem, o in his social standing is detested and sly tries to injure him
on.
KOZY THEATER
abhorred. The Amen.
can
le are ot generally slow to manifest their
disapproval of such unfair
417 Broadway.
treatm
vrhe an opportunity is afforded.
uSti Back of Palmer House.
Olin
i of this disposition is the fact that although
base,
false
and malicious at. c
upon Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, anti his widely
celebrated Family
Medicin
ve sometimes injured the sale of these meritori
ous
remedies
for a
time, t
hen such unjust assaults have been met and
their falsehoods cornpletel
hoed, a natural reaction has followed and
their sale has been fully
festo
again.
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onset they are acting the
Dr. Sago's Catarrh Remedy
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Pierce's Medicines and it is only natural •Golden
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After
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business
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Medical
Discover
not
merely a
y" for its blood
,
that such people should rise lip and speak cleansin and
specific curative effects as follows:
storehouse full of wood, but, as •It coulee)! Set night President Pro Tern
their sentiments pretty freely when Dr. upon thegdiseased
Pierce and his medicines are so unjustly will cures very mucous membranes. 11 "To the School Children of the were, a factory
large per cent. of
of wood, and at the Lackey brought up the discussion of
cases,
attacked.
United States:
even after they have reached allulceramane time a reservoir of water. When limiting the number of saloons in the
These grateful patients of Dr. Pierce tive, or chronic stage, and nothe
"Arbor day (which means simpig
We are sorry to have kept you waiting so- long
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MAKE YOUR DINING ROOM ATTRACTIVE
It is the Centre of Home Life
The Dining Room has been truly said to be the "centre of home life;" the whole family gathers round the board three times each day of
their lives.
Ought not this room to be one of the most attractive in the horrae? You are almost certain to want something for it, yet perhaps you think
you have
not the money to spare. Don't let this consideration keep you from carrying out the little improvements which you have planned. A
dollar or two
down and a little each week gives you free choice in the largest and most complete stock of Furniture in Paducah. Just glance through the list
below
and see how reasonably you may brighten up your dining room. And remember, a dollar opens an account with us.
—

If you expect to buy a Refrigerator
this seittoo, we want you to be sure to
investigate Hu; merits of the HERRICK. The use of a Herrick means a
saving of half you? Ice bill; it means
that your provisions are always kept
(real), sweet and untainted. The
saving itt effected by means of perfect
I
circulation of dry, cold air.
The water cs.pultrig device lin the
Herrick is _another very attractive
feature. The water tank is located at
either the top or side of the refrigerator, as you may see from the picture,
and is on the Outside, taking up no
storage space. The water has no
chance to take up that sickening,
-- arninonia:iaste, as it does not come in
contact with the ice at all. It passes
from the tank through a block-tin
coil, and is drawn from the fitucet at
the side, ice cold lueldebtalty, this
menus(014 a wiring of lee, tdo, as
the tiani'e ice- Wan keeps your pro.
visionsgives you Ice, water also. If
you are Interested enough to test the
claims of the Rerriek. we will etva
vou a Tit t RT DAN'S' FREE
Till AL, I( it Suits, keep It; otherwise rettlrw it alai consider yoused
untie-von obligations Whatever.

CENTS

Saves Half Your
Ice Bill

CENTS

9.
CENTS

CENTS

Thursday Special

SilK Tissue Duster
A

Beginning at ).o'clock Thursday o..orning, we are going to
sell this large Silk Tissue Duster for only 9C each. One of
these will outlast a dozen feather dusters and they are guaranteed not to sieratch the most Highly polished surface. Only one
to a customer. No phone orders.

,

This .Handsome Sideboard 4112
This picture shows a very handsome
Golden Oak Sideboard, beautifully finished
and substantially made. It sells . ord noel), for from $20.00 to $22.50, but our
price is only S 1 2. We also invite your
inspection of our Buffets, Sideboards and,
China Cabinets. We have then; in all Oil
purartnishes—and at puicelt. from ,$12
ta 4tf5.
Aitk to -see out China
ClOsets wailful) mirror leteks. and crystal
shelve's. .They are 'mollies.

SCREENS
We have a splendid line of screens or your selection—
everything from the cheapest to the high grades tapestry with
weathered and golden oak framts. Our Fire Screens, too, eon.
Wu some exceptionally desirable patterns. It will strog be
time to close up the grates, why not buy now ?

Round Pedestal
Extension Tables
This massive model is made of
Solid Oak, beautifully ,flaked and
polished. It has solid legs, securtly attached and braced. The
top is 48 inches in diameter, and
the price is only

$13.50

Dining Room Chairs
The picture shows a strong,
durable chair, made of solid oak
and carefully finished in golden.
The different pieces are put together in a manner that gives
the chair great solidity, being
securely braced in all parts. Sells
regularly for $3.00---our price is

7.
5c to 4;12.50

Plate - Racks- for the Dining Rmini
F. N. GARDNER & CO
SOLE AGENTS FOR-HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET

We are shosAing a splendid variety or styles in Plate Racks- for
the up-to-date dining room in weathered oak, mission style and
in golden oak. The prices range all the way from

27c to $5.50

THE PADUCAH EA-ENING SUN
that one or two principals of outly-

STRANGE VISITORS.

the tabilcab Sun. ing buildings - will receive from $16
to $24) more the month by the change. See Charles Kennet. l'egg, at County

MAY 00 TO VIRGINIA.
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It. W. Walker Will Seek Herat!, In
'the
trustees announced
Jail.
Mountain Country.
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. their platform of "Paducah public
INCORiNiKATED
school jobs for Paducah people," and
Charles Keliock, convicted and
(('oncludol front First Paae.)
Mr. R. W. Wkicer has gone to
F. H. FISHER, President.
saread slander concerning principals sentenced to eight years in the peni- Virginia to tnvestigaie the cou'ntry
E. J PAXTON. General Manager.
and teachers who displeased them. tentiary for breaking into. Decal* With the object of moving to that which IS Dee from alni,
e and vitaicaSLIssestirriogr KATESt
anti spoke falsehoods against
the Denker's saloon, Eighth and Harris state, if he flails the climate end othe Goo, serves to make them independEntered at the postonice at Paducah, superinten
dent, and reduced the ellaa- streets, and for shooting at Patrol- er conditions (avertible. For several ent. I ant not talkin* on a subject
Ky. as second class matter.
ilicatIons for High school 'Prilitoleal, men Dick Wood and Billy Orr, had months Mr. Walker has been in poor with ,which I have Col" had practical
THU DAILY SUN
health in [Ills state and has decided experience. Only a few days ago I
and cut out the deaartnieutal teach- visitors todey.
By Carrier, per week
.10
"I will not give any names, and to seek another permauent residence. had occasion to try to get roasters
By mail. per month, in advance
.25 ers, we feared that the publit would
By mall, per year. In advance....12.50 acquiesce in everything; but we are do not like to throw out any: suspi- He will be go,ee a moath od this trip for sepack
4 and if you had been
THE WEEKLY SUN
gratified to see the patrons, and- par- cion, said Jailer Esker. "This morn- and if he derides te settle in.Virginla.'present y
would have heard me
For year, by mall, postage paid..81.00
t
ticularly the women of the eity, ral- ing a well known man came to the will take his sisters, Misses Evelyn reasons amply "emitted. "Naw,
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Kg.
and sat about for a while. Fi- and Mary Walker, there with him. ialpt, goln' on that boat. The mate on
lying to the rescue of the schools jail
Office, 115 South Third.
nally he asked to see Kellock.
Phone 358
I His purpose Is to buy a tract of land tnat boat calla you a ------. We can
and sentiment crystalizing that bide
told him he might, knowing the Man, in the mountainous part of the state,'Mt wort that's better'n that," Is one
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
fair to drive politics from the system.
York, representatives.
but he explained that he desired to where the outdoor life will be ben-'typical answer.
We believe that if the peopte Intersee him 'privately.' I took no chances, eficial. Mr. Walker will not dispose "What I contend is, that a radicali
•
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW Yong.
THE SUN can be found at the followested in the welfare of -the schools
ing places:
everL though I knew the man well. I of his interest in the R. W. Walker change over
nditions,
th
which'
will circulate a petitton, securing all
IL D. Clements & Co.
stooll close by to see what was teen- Drug company here, nor will he eel have ixisted
the riv
'nee steam- this ole boat nohow. Den, It It comae tion, while the present conditions exthe names of those who are protestVan Culin Bros.
sacted. You see I ant wary of Eel- any of his other property anticipate boating be n, mug/ take
cu. Reg- toet pinch, we can ittlr up a row and ist, for repeated trial has brought rePalmer House.
ing against the proposed change In lock. The visitor
and the prisoner lag returning at some future tittle. tear -noir must be establis
John Wilheines.
ed • and lay in de lock-up. if its cold and peated failure.
the seventh and eighth grades, and looked
at each other steadily for sevmaintained. Officers must e em- grub's scarce."
present it to the board, a reepect- eral minutes and turning on his heel
pillyed who can get work
•
t of the '"I have
I. C. TELEGRAPHERS.
One Federal Prisoner Sentenced.
ab le majority will prevent the two the visitor departed without a word
heard such sentiments exroosters without person
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who do though
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FIFTEEN DOLLAR SUITS
At NUM'S

i

New Things in
Hosiery

That is what we want to talk to you
about. Listen: Most any man, careful
about his appearance, is willing to pay
$15.00 for a suit of clothes, in fact many
men count on getting their suits at this
price; that we make extraordinary efforts
to supply Smart, Correct, Handsome
Tailored Suits at this popular figure. We
pick out the choicest woolens and have
them made up in a manner unknown to
usual clothing at this price, in fact we use
all our prestage to supply tte best suits
ever made at

FIFTEEN DOLLARS

i

Just a Word About

$.110ES

We carry a full line of
Crossett's fine Shoes at
$4.00, both in low and high
cut--they are the best,
also our line of Gullett $3.50
Spec ia Is are exceedingly
popular. All styles and
leathers.
See our new button shoes
for the boys, both in low
and high cut--they are
beauties for
and $2.50.

i

Ca

Ready For a
New flat?

U.G.GULLETT 6 CO
312 Broadway.

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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the Woman's club yesterday in railcard to it, but the club decided not
to undertake it. It Is probable. however,,that his offer will be accepted
by some local organization, as it was
VT1s161"
T4 very successfully in Louisville. The
440
Humane society has been mentioned
Matinev Musk-al Club.
In Police Court,
in connection with It. Mr. Woo:folk
The Matinee Musical club wile meet
Cora Moore, and Salle Blakely,
takes the leading pal t aril assists in
on Wednesday afternoon
at 3:30
oolored, were presented
in
police
staging it:
o'clock at the parish house of Grace
court for fighting, and the former
Episcopal eliareh. lt wjll be an open
was fined $1.5 and ceeta. The latter
l'opaar Trainnutn to Wed.
meeting of the club and the public is
dismissed.
was
The
marriage
Luther
Moen
of
Mr.
In our Ready-to-Wear Department for your new Spring
most cordially invited to attend. The
Blank Martin, White, drunkenness,
of this city, to Mini Ruth Brandon,
Snit. In the last week we have received many attractive
American composers El. Nevin and
of Dover, Team., is announced to oc- $1 and costs; 0:11au. Waners, colored,
suits for your selection, and for the woman who wants
Dudley Buck vine be featured. Mrs.
cur at Memphis toluorrow evening, a deaf mute, drunkenness, continued;
George B. Hart and Mini Mamie Drystyle and quality to individnaliza her dress for spring,
after which the couple will return to A. F. Clark, %trite, breach of peace,
fues are the leaders. The attractive
combined with superb tit, at a moderate cost, should
Paducah to eeside, Mr. Moss is the continued.
program will include:
son of Mr. Sardie Moss, 6:16 George
visit this section and let us show her just such garments.
Current events.
New Trial Granted,
street, and is brakeman on an N., C.
Biographical sketches-Mies JenArthur Trice, colored, convicted of
& St. L. passenger train between Pa
nie Gilson,
dueah and Memphis. The bride is a attempting to detain Miss Nellie StevPiano duet "Valise CePrica- ." (Nevbeautiful young society girl of Dover. ens, a pretty Cumberland Telephone
$17.50
in) Misses Maybelne Beyer and Mary
The ceremony will be performed to- operator, and given three years In
6econd Ylccr.
Bondurant .
morrow evening at 6:34) o'clock by the penitentiary, was granted a new
Vocal solo, "I Once Had a Sweet
J. D. Fleming at his residence. trial this morning try Circuit Judge
Rev.
4111MINININ=MK
Little Doll" ( Nevin) - Mrs. James
Mies Brandon is a sister of MT. Ellis William Reed, and allowed to plead
Welne.
He
anclon, a well known traveling guilty to assault and battery.
Violin sob, "Narcissus," ("tevin)
salesman for Covington Bros. Gro- was sentenced to six months in the
a cinder car on the switc.h leading
7 inch, Japanned Handle
-Mee, William Clark.
county jaii.
cery company.
from the scales in the shop* yards
Qsartette with solo, soprano and
The motion for a new trial in the
yesterday afternoon from 3:30 until
piano duet "Wynken, Blyaken and
case of Cicero Anderson, who got two
5 o'olocie
Nod," (Nevin)-Mesdames Hare and
years for killing John Mix, was reThe
marriage
of
Miss
HeMene
Mary
-The North Twelfth Street BapWeille, Misses Bradshaw, Denfuss and Yancey
fused.
An appeal was taken and the
and Mr. Richard Allen Wiltist mission will hold
its regular
Puryear, Misses Puryear and Reed.
prisoner sentenced. Sente nee was
liams
will
Place
take
tomorrow
morbmeekly
meeting
tomorrow afternoon
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
Vocal solo, "Creole's hove Song,"
suspended 60 days pending a decision
Ing at 8 o'clock at "Hendrens," the.
-For Copeland's stable 'Annie 100 with Mrs. James •W. Magnor at her
(Buck)-Miss Caroline Ham,
of the ppeal.
country
home
1249
of
home,
the
bride
the
Trimble
on
street,
All are
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4.0.0.%
MUSIC in America-Mrs. Han Corcordially invited.
Mayfield road. The ceremone
be
Broadway. Phone 196.
PriAnent Sentenced.
-Mrs. Henry Singery, wife of the bett.
performed by the Rev. S. B. Moore,
-Drink Belvedere, the master
Vocal duet, "Ohl That We Two of
Other peirionere sentenced this
Regular price 75c.
wen known policeman, has been rethe Finst Christian church,
brew.
Were Mayingl" (Nevin)-Miss Bradmorning were Cherie!) Kenock,
moved
to
her
home,
nouth
82*
Fifth
-The Earthquake carpet cleaner
shaw and Mr. Meetly.
years for house breaking and malicis gold b the nake Biederman Gro- Hemet. She was operated on several
Club Dance.
For cash only. No phone orders will, be accepted.
Ptano
shooting; Robert Smith, colored,
sotto,
(a)
ious
"Barehetta,"
(b)
weeks
ago
at
Riverside
-hospital.
The Jolly club, a social organizacery and Baking Co. General agents.
(Nevin)___mise
"Arlequin,•"
five
years
mo
for
house
Isabel
breaking, and
--Born, to tar. and MTS. Lilliard
tion, gave an enjoyable dance last
-W. H. Holloway, of the Clark's
hen.
George Reed. colored, 20 years for
evening at the Red Men's hall on
river section, reports the theft of Sanders, a boy.
Vocal nab, "The Capture of Baccriminal assault on a
12-year -old
eight fishing nets he bad
set in
North Fourth street. A large crowd
chus," (Buck 1-Mr. Robert D. Macgirl.
C:ark's river.
.
was in attendance
Millan.
-Belvedere beer is a home proQuartette, "Crossing the Bar,"
Deeds Piled.
duct. Remember that.
Mr. Harry Ashbrook le confined to
Incorpora
(Buck)-Miss Bradshaw, Mrs. Gran.
Mrs. Laura and Thomas Herndon
-Commenciag, at once" all ice
his bed with illness at his home on
Messrs.
Scott
and
to
Busby.
Alexander
Iveriet, property near
cream delivered at residences will be
Fourth street near Clay street.
A NIERICA N LEAGUE.
Sixth and Husbanlls streets, $1;01.1.0.
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
Dr. Edward Gilson, former counSt. Loats-Cleveland-Wet grounds.
Silver Wedding Anniversary.
WANTED---To rent small house
Bailey ex-City Cerk Henry
cilmen. is ill at his home, Ninth
R H E
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. A. Gilbert of street
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by the close of the week.
John M. Wilkins, 904 Tennessee
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2 8 2
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street. New phone 925.
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by
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catch unlocked.
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R H E et* course one, attractively
Charity chub, 307 Kentucky avenue,
Third.
were for medical services to himserved.
-City subscribers to the Daily Boston
Mrs. J. C. Carr and family, of
3 4 2 The guests included: Mr. and
self and family, and no Paducah
FOR Heating and thovewood ring phone 629 office open from 9 to 12
Mrs
Sun who wish the delivery of their Brooklyn
Murray will arrive today to visit
s 3 .2 Henry Hassenjeager, Cairo,
irclock every forenoon.
creditors are listed,
437 F. Levin.
II'!.; Mr.
papers stopped must notify our colMrs. Adam Hovenden, 805 South
Batteries-Pfeffer and Needham, and Mrs. H. J. Davreits,
Catro,
FOR RENT -furnished front
LEFT Uvrett- We have a few
lectors or make their requests direct Rucker and Harley.
Fifth street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Crawford. St.
Grand Jury Report.
room. Apply at 509 Washington St.
spring wagons and buggies that we
to The Sun office. No attention will
Powell
from
returned
V.
Mr.
has
J.
R H E Louis: Mtse Etta Schrader,
The grand jury returned eleven inMt. Ver- Wicktiffe where
FOR RENT- 9 rooms. Apply must get out of our way, and to do
be paid to such orders when given .Cincinnati
he attendee the dictments
9 12 1 non, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs.
this morning and the minJohn
Cheso, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
1018 Trimble. _
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co. St. Louis ........
tunersl
brotner,
Mr.
of
his
W.
M.
..1 5 2 nault, Arlington. Ky., and Mr,
utes of the examining court in eight
an Powell.
once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah
FOR
rubber
SALE-Good
tire bugBatteriee-Mason
and 'McLerree Mrs. W. P. Hummel, Mr.
cases marked "dismissed." The jury
and
Madison. Phone 401.
Mrs. , The Rev. Father Jansen
been
went
McGlynn, Marshall and Hoetetter.
was taken to-the county jail and af- gy. Apply 102 Broadway.
Fred Hummel, MT. end Mrs. P. J.
POSITION WANTED- I have
absent
to
Louisville
until
be
to
pressed,
CLOTHES
cleanea,
re--The Earthquake carpet cleaner
ter an inspection reported officially
R H E Beekenbach, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Thursday.
competent, reliable young lady stenopaired.
959-a,
Phone
Jas.
Duffy,
is fiend 'try the Jake I34ederman Gro- New York
that the jail was clean and in the
6 7 4 nnirchboff, Mr. and Mrs. FrankHurgrapher and assistant bookkeeper,
Mtn Blanche Hill hag returned
cery and Raking Co. General agents. Philadelphia
FOR SALE-Bay family horse,
best condition possible.
5 4 3 ler). Mr. and Mks. F. W.
Following
Neuman,
also a young man stenographer, and
from visiting her mother, Mrs. Shel-place yoour orders for wedding • Batteries-Ames, Taylor and BresFourth.
North
63
are the indictments given out for
Mr, and Mrs. H..D. Sales Dr. and bourne of Wirkliffe.
bookkeeper, whom I highly recomInvitations at home.
The Sun is nahan; Dugg:eby and Jaekliteh.
publication:
FOR RENT - Desirable apart- mend. Address
Mrs.. M. F. NTevens, Mr.. and
Mrs.
Box 114, Metropolis
Manager
Thomas
Roberts,
The
of
showing as great an assortment as
Adolph and Lee Well, keeping a ments. Modern conveniencies. Hecht
Frank Martin.
Nashtheater
Kentucky
has
to
gone
prices
you will find anywhere . at
nuisance.
flats, 511 Adams.
Sunday School Teachers Training
vilre-te visit his mother.
FOR SALE-Some nice small cotmuch lower than you will have to
Will Center, setting up a game of
Chime
PAPER CLEANING and Painting, tages on good lots. Well located, for
Delphic ('lub.
Mrs. 0 0. Stone, Of Bardwell, is
pay elsewhere.
chance.
The Delphic dab met this morn- visiting Mrs. Maggie Nunnemacher,
old Phone 2029. C. S. Creason. Work less than cost of building Cash or on
A number of Sandy senora: teach•
-Word bas reached the efolsce deE. Rehkopf, obtaining money by
ing In the tenth room at the Carnegie 507 South Fifth street.
guaranteed and done by union labor. easy payments. A few just outside
of
the
ers
city
the
took
state
tieaminpartment that Beek Roberts. who was
falv• pretenses.
library.
"A
Day
in
Miss
Literary
Bernice
of
Frost,
Mayfield,
ASK your grocer eor
Madrid"
ate=
in the first book of ntinday
& city limits. If you have a job save
taken to the reform school three
Willtiam Thompson, alias Jones,
was the program presented and it
visiting
in
Paducah.
your money. J., M. Worten.
Butze's
training
school
Bread
Cakes.
work
and
Telephone
night
last
at
the
weeke ago for house breaking, has
bigamy.
:wow
-ass:delightfully discussed
Mrs. William Richardson and son,
as rolFOR SALE- Just finished house
escaped•Roberts escaped at lamis parish house of Grace Eptscetial
Llinotp Central Railroad compa- 69-a.
of Chicago, will arrive this week _to
ville while being taken to Lexing- chum!). The Rev D. C Wright, who
FOR REN1-inira floor over of foureroonis, reception hall. Front
ny, nuisance..
l. Valera-Mrs. Jameneiti' . Rudy.
visit the
Misses
Mohan, Trimble
has conducted the eta" held the ex
ton, but was recaptured here.
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th and back porch. Waiter in kitchen.
Allie Morton, grand larceny.
2. Galclose-Mrs. Willis
W. Powell. street
Half block from ear line. On 40 foot
-We give you better carriage and amination, which wan a Written one,
Southern Peanut company, nui- St. Apply. P. M. Fisher, Post Office.
it
3, Valdes-Mrs. Frank L. Scott.
Mrs, James A. Foster will leave
lot.
Small cash payment, balance on
better service for the money, than and was eticsessierily paseed by an.
sance.
ONE
nice front room eurnIshed for
4. Bazan -Mrs. George C. Wallace.
this afternoon for Mayfield to visit
monthly installments. L. D. Sanders,
is given ,by any transfer company in The inclement.eveoing almited the atrent,
and
modern
Bath
all
conveni5.
EchengarayMiss
Kathleen Mrs. Marvin Wright.
President McCracken
Real Estate
Apterica. Fine carriages for special tendance somewhat.. There win be
Canes Dismissed.
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
Whitefield
Attlenney King Johnson, of Princeand Mortgage Co., Office 318 South
,oeViistons on short notice, also ele- no more meetings of the class until In
I.izzie Roberts, petit larceny; Withouse
ree
SIX
for
t
,
---1
ROOM
.
41
.
ton. OM quit railroading a year ago Ham Connover
Sixth street. Phone 76,5.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. the fall, when the amend, book will
and Herman Jervel,
South Sixth street. Apply to .Joe
"Traveling Man" May Be Presented to practice law, was in Paduceda last.
-You know your calling cards be taken up The clam has been a
obtaining money by false pretenses:
Mattison.
Phonee21I1.
Here.,
night on professional bunitveles.
The Rev. A. C. Kelley.
John Montjoy, malicious cutting;
are correct when they come -from the very succeeeful find tutetesting one
Mr. Boyle Woolfolk, of Louisville.
FOR PAINTING see Greathouse &
-Master Menhan.c R. J. Turnbull. WillIam Wick'iffe, obtaining money
The Rev. A. C. ,Kelley, of Contiat-'
Sun office. Script cards and plate. and was composed of teachers from
the author of "The Trevening Man," of the
family by false pretenses; Anne Morton, Ad- Garrett, contracting painters. Old bus. O., died at 9:30 o'clock last
Illinois Central, and
a hutuAT; the Old Engliah at vaelots Sunday. erhodie of the city. the
clever Mlle play recently
pre- will Leave tomorrow for the Janie*. eline Morton. Eva'n'TtSbneon,
Phone 1.064.
night in that city of Bright's dis$3.00.. •
GerIt has met regularly each Monday eve- sented in Louisville by local talent
exposition
town
remain
to
a
THREE- furniebeed or unfurnished ease after a lingering Illness. Hs was
month.
trude
Gaither and
•
-The E.arthqnskin carpet cleaner ning since the first of the year. MT
Gaither,
Bettie
for the benefit of the Business Worn-,
Mrs. Winiem 0. Burch, of West grand larceny; Charlie Clark, alias rooms for reegatolol•
-bred people. Ap- the father-In-law of Colonel A. J.
is send by the Jake Biederman Gro- WT
l's tort ores ha ve atte gm' Od an's "lob of that city, is in Ividucah,
Decker who was nntified of the
Monroe street, has recovered from
nGoldtooth" --- hou,e breaking; Phil ply 722 Janson street.
cer)' and Baking Co. General agent& many who were not members, and arranging
to have the Inae put on
Skinner, grand larceny; Phil Skinbrief illness.
--Fred Schmitt, residing four %ere a feature of delightful interest. here. He met the executive
FOR SALE- Household furni- death by a telegram lain night. Dr.
board of
Mrs. Marie Burton. of Caelorado ner, petit larceny.
ture. Apply 219 N. Sixth. Ring 80. Kelley was known in Paducali,where
miles'from Paducah on the Mayfield
he had often visited. Once he preach.
Springs. Col., arrived this afternoon
road, reports that yesterday afterNew Phone.
AN/KWAnD.
rd to a large congregation at the
Secret fiervice Agent Hart.to visit Mee. Frank Boyd, of Norlli
noon at 4 o'clock •hail stones, rangWHEN In a harry, go to BuchanBroadway
Methodist church
ten
Louisville, April 16 - Mr. S.
ing in size from a pigeon egg to a
Fifth street,
A, an's 219 'Kentucky avenue, for tent.
years ago. ile was 75 years old horn
ben egg, fell within a radius of half
Misses L911e Mae and'- Corinne Donella head of the local division }wine.
at New Lexington. 0.. and at the age
bureau, was
a mi:e of Ms house.
Winsteed left this afternoon for At- of the secret sereice
FOR RENT-Five
house of 21
room
began preaching. He removed
.-Combided saddle and harness
lanta. zed.Thomateri ne. Ga. Mimi WIn- brought to the city today and taken With .bath. 319 South Fourth street.
to Columbus 25 years ago and behorns, are r distinct type and breed.
etead will go direct to Thomasville to to his home, 332 Twenty-first street, Phone 1957.
came presiding elder of tee Lanreesuffering from severe injuries sus=
they anlinghniese drivers anti fryeattend a house party at the borne of
RESTAURANT for
sale cheat). ter circuit, remaining in charge four
twined in an seeident at Marion, Ga.
gaited ISS
rs. Combined home*
Mrsft Fondren Mitchell-, and win later
The accident occurred
Wednesday 228 Kentucky avenue. Old intone years. He then was appointed pastor
ere the most, henetifut acid the meet
Join Miss Corinne Winstead in Atlanlast, while the officer was about to 999-r.
of the Broad Street Methodist church
In demand; command a reedy ottle,
ta, where they will be the guests of
in Columbus and remained so until
bring his man to bay. He win standFURNITURE
EXCHANCPE,
205
and bring the highest IliTiCPS of any
MIss Willie Blanche Asher, formerly
Pig on the platofrm of the Macon & South Third. buys furniture
advanced age compelled
him
to
and
of On breeds. The stallion "Rebel
of Paducah.
cease active work.
Birmingham railroad station, when stores. New phone 9414-a.
He retired six
Dare." King Pin of the 'Pedneah
. Mr, R. L. Reeve., and Mr Murree, a freight train
yeas ago. Besides a wife he leaves
sped by and a door
FOR SALE- Brick house. Six
Horne Show 1$06, noef at the Lang
Burnett went to Louisville this morn- of a car
one daughter, Mrs. R. 0. Casio. of
flew off, striking him. He
rooms, hall and bath room. Lot '42%
fatm mew 'Audited), is a redeemed
inet on business
Canal Winchester, 0. Mrs. A. J.
was knocked fully 20 feet and renx165. Apply to J. M. Dunlap, 1414
combined horse of the hlehnett 'breed,
'
Barkadene, of Union dered unconscious.
Moe D,
Decker another daughter, died only
Monroe,
lag mid type cif title tineful borne
City, Tenn.. arrived /ibis morning for
last year. The funeral will be held
and the only one in west Kentucky
WANTED- Two girls with some Wedersday afternoon. Mies Helen
k 'dirk In. the city.
Names' of New Onrdinalo,
fully iw're&ing hie class.
hand iron
Apply Decker has gone from Battle Creek.
Mr. Georite Monroe, Jr., a PittsRome, April 16.- Pope Plus at experience 'with
Pierson, (-doted, who
' --Jean es
burg attorney, and Mr. James- R. • eonsistory in the veneer) crested Model Steam Dye Works, 109 South Mich., where she was visiting, to at*Went to the home of a colored fargre
Welsh, of the Walsh Manufacturlug seven new cardinals, as follows: TWA street.
tend the funeral. Mr. Decker and Miss.
named thine. near Cnarkai river
Pittsbera were In Pa- Mar. (l'availaria, patriarch of Venronipany,
.non be able to go
U. S. Army; Ableleldito. Ind threatenseg Mime wife
dncab yeriterdne' attending federal ice: Mgr Rinaldini, papal nuncio to bodied unmarried men between ages to Columbus. '
with a gun, was given 2* days in ttic
court.
Spann, Mgr. Lorenzen!. ex•peptil nun- of 21 And 35; citizens of United
Magietrate Genige
comity •jall hr
Many a man's entrees In Life Is due
. Captain En J. Cowling, wife and cio at Pant:
Mgr. Lap1.11. arch• States, of itiod character and temfinnadfore yesterday afternoon,.
Mettlapolis, *ere ft Pr. bits ip of Palermo; Mgr
daughter,
Merrier, veleta habits, who can speak, read to the accident of htrth
"An' to tink I hay* to skin out •ftor otringire her with such aenvirieln•
--Truffle between the Illinont Cenduo& lliefilicht.
art biPhon of Wines; 'Mgr Mani. and write English. For Informatios •
dories af me unlimited weein."
Wallop of Pita: Mgr Agn)ere
apply too-recrniting °Seer, New Richtral tratmenger depot. Ittni the !Mop
Life is a good deal ilke a mule
Major
Attherrtt la Ill at hit *
home on nAiWilj.
mond Host Padneidt, ity.
Burgos Spalii.
lard* was deigned by a deralltment of
bilga4)
opttra-mithout a plot.
4, ,••
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

A.GREAT CHANCE
For You.

Parments of 6tille and Rualitq

JuitJ

$17.50 to $35

On Thursday, 18th

Hart will sell a
Keen Kutter Shear

kirts
$5.90 to

Keen Kutters are fully warranted and stand at
the top notch of the shear family. They are
the goods that do the work.

For 53c.

•

6E0. 0. HARTfc SONS CO.
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TALKS SY
STANDARD LEADS SHORT
FEDERAL COURT
I1........................t
L. T. COOPER
A New Orleans womairi was thin.
0
•
FIGHT OF ANTIS
IS SHORT HORSE
Because she did not extract sufficient
"HOW

TO

KEEP HEALTHY."

nourishment from her food.
took Scott's Emulsion.
Result:

"I am not a believer In too much
tnetliciee, Derenake medicine all the
She
_
Interview With H. H. Rogers
time. Get a Night Session Serves to Fin;eV tonic and
Shows This
ish Up Business
take it until
She gain:ed a pound a day in weight.
the old vitality
then
returns
AND 11.00
ALL DP.UCCISTS:
stop. A genAdministration Accepts His State.
eral tonic and Judge Evans Continues Everything
ment as Representing the
system renovaHe Has No Time for in Day Be
tor shooed be
Situation.
Is Here.
taken in the
spring and Me
For this purpose there is
SENTENCED.
STEPHENSON
HAS FAILED IN ITS PURPOSE.
Di
nothing better
than
011 earth
Miss MIDDLIrTON
Cooper's New
Dlecovern. but I advise no one to take
The regular term of federal coart
Washinatnu, D. C., April tn.—Ac- this medicine or any otter all year
cording to the view of administra- long. Give nature a chance. Estab- lasted one day, adjourning last night
tion men here Standard Oil Is now lish regularity in movement of the shortly after 9 o'clock. Judge Eaaos
fairly at the head of the anti-Roose- bowels. Drink plenty of water but rushed busluess, and finding several
not at meal time, Chew your food
velt movement, and it Caw begun to very carefully and eat slowly. Sleep ,caees left over at adjournment for
House wiring, electric plants installed.
fight in the open.'
with the window open, don't be afraid supper, called a night session that
There Is saki to be much s:gnifi- of fresh air and do not eat a great he might be able to reeurn to Louie
Complete machine shop.
canee in the ineeniew with H. H. deal of grease. 13e regular at mea.s. vine this morning. He was delayed
1132•124 N.I:fourth St.
Phi1orie•ss
Go to bed and get up at ,the same
Rogers, published today in the Manhour each day if possible. Take a in departure by the lateness of the
ufacturers' Record at Baltimore, la bottle of Cooper's New
Discovery. train, which did dot arrive wen: after
which the master man of the system twice a year and your life should be 5 o'clock, being due at 1:44 o'clock.
g and healthy.
seeks to put on Preeldent Reee, evelt
Criminal Docket.
Here is what Cooper's New Discovpersonal
responsibility
the
for the fall
Elbert M. Stevenson, rural mail
ery does for run-down people who
In the prices of secuenies.
carrier of Hickman county, pleaded
need a tonic:
The more the interview is summed
al have bean sick fcr a number of guilty to taking $21 plutonic, funds,
the more it appears to contain a defi- years with stomach treutrie and also and was sentenced to six months In
from backaches and headaches. Some- 1
nite program, which was sketched out
Atlanta penitentiary
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 ,14e
times I became so wtak I toted not the
by the Standard Oil people long ago, stand on my feet. My food did not
Ed Gardner, bootlegging, continudollar, is now being sold at prices unheard of. The stock
on
the
when they were first prosecuted for seem to nourish me and I could not ed.
receiving rebates, and
consists
which ,has gain strength. I felt tired to death
of Clothing, Shoes, lists, Caps and Gents' Furnishing
Radford,
Clalloway
county,
.1. M.
since been. formulated through speec'h all the time. Nothing I took helped for taking a letter not addressed to
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.
me, and hearing so much of Oooper's
es by Mayor Reyburn, of Philadelphia medicine I decided t3 try them."
him from the postoffice, continued.
an dotbers in Pennsylvania and New
"I have taken itwo bottles of Coop-1 James Gardner, bootlegging, disJersey, the two states where the anti- er's New Discovery with the most re- mewed.
Roosevelt propaganda has been open- markatee results. I now feel entirely:
Crate Gardner, bootlegg:ng, not
well. My aprettte Is fine, I sleep ,
ly begun.
well, have no more headaches and ant guilty.
Bob Watertle:d. bootlegging, conMr. quite strong again. I cannot express 1
In his Baltimore Interview
Rogers saes: "I believe (bat the sent- my thanks for what these medicines tinned.
have done." Sallie Nliddieton, 1e57
eeb y yew, for misappropriating
iment of the country will have so
Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. '
a member of the National Educational no one is more qualified to speak on
money
lett In his care by residents
crystalized within a few months that
Ask us about these medicines.—'
Committee of the Gaited States, will this subject than Mrs. Mengel.
•
on the rural route, $25 fine.
there will be practically unanimous We sell them. W. B. McPherson.
make an address on the subject of the
Very respectfully and cordially,
William Diggs, boa0.e g gi ng, eonconservatlern in the connuCt of the
Educational Statue and Needs of the
Educational committee of the Wocampaign. It has often been said, tirtued.
government."
Public &totes In
Kentucky. on man's club of eneducab.
however, that H. H. Rogers and 0th-I Disk "Itiol:Ings, bootlegging, conThere Is some sense in this,,
,of
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock,
era in the management of the great Lnued.
course, and yet from the whole tenor
Aprils 18, ine7, at the parish house
oil monopoly had no conception of the
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Thomas Gordon and John M. Jackof the interview the attitude of Presiof Grace church, 820 Broadway. , •
Have you neglected your kidneys?
!Deal condition of public opinion in re- son, bootlegging, continued.
dent Roosevelt is attacked by infer-it is desired tnat as many repre- Have you overworked your nervou
gard to them and their financial op.1 H. C. McCord, postmaster at Harnp
ence. although, of course, he is not
sytern and caused trouble with yqursentative
men of Paducah as poseib:e
erections. Evideat:y this le o, be-- ton`, Livingston county, charged
in
kidneys and bladder?
Have
ygu
mentioned by name.
eatuse the interview with Mr. Rogers two counes with
mleappropriering may hear this address. You are pains in loins, she, back, groins and
Inane of the Camp:cern.
therefore most cordlany invited to be bladder? Have you a. flabby apwhich Is printed in the Manufactutr- i poistolliee funds, continued.
It is evident according to the statepearance of the face especially under
era' Record, instead of crystalivingl
W. H. Horton, bootlegging, con- present (as the aldermen will not the eyes? If go, Williams' Kidney
ment of Mr. Rogers that the plan of
ineet
regular
Thurse
in
session
until
public sentiment against Roosevelt, tinued.
Pills will cure you—at Utuggists.
campaign adopted by the anti-Rooseday night, the council committee Price 50e.
Is almost certain to have a contrary
Civil Docket.
velt orevid Is to put out a series of
Williams, Mfg. Co., Prorate, Cleveeffect.
W. N. Nation against the Cumber- Clerk is kindly requested to notify
interviews and arguments and to
land, 0.
them
of
this
thviration).
There
will
Any open statement of hostnity by lend Mining company, continued.
back these up by occasions,: flurries
no
charge
be
for admission or any
West Kentucky Coal company
Somewhat- Different: flyker—You
in Wall street, with the idea of per- the head of the Standard Oil company
concoction taken for this purpose.
look as though some one had taken
snading business men and smell in- can only make friends for Rooeevelt, against Paducah Towing company,
The; subject of pubfle school edu- a fall out of you. Pyker—Not guilty.
•
that President - Roosevelt's and it is *range that the political al- report filed showing all debts settled
cation' Is of vital interest to every An alarm clock took an early rise
attitude is nneettling prices and that lies of Rogers should not have made except $388.44).
Mississippi Valley Marine company citizen and parent in the state, and out of me, though.
the policy he has advocated of the reg- this fact perfectly clear to him beagainst
Paducah Towing company.
fore
he
embarked
on
the
uncertain
ulation of raeroacis and corporatnms
,will creak down the value of an oe- Bea of interviews and adopted a pol- report filed showing all debts paid
curitiee and Gine reduce the savings icy of taking the public into els con- except $254.28.
of the poor and the fortunes of the fidence, as Harriman did when he
oderately rich, as'well as of these was here In Waehington.
Ting - large investments. ,
Inateed of crystalizing public oPile
Everyone who is in touch with the Ion many of the friends of the p.dmInWall"-street district even remotely 'aeration declaare they
will secure
knows how bitter has been the spirit copies_of this ineervesw and circulate
WILL -BE Wm:Eel'
AIR/REM
there against Roosevelt and his finan- it throughout the country-.for the exAT PARISH HOUS,E.
cial and economic policies. The stock peen purpose of showing that Standspeculators have been readi:y influenc ard On is openly arrayed against the
ied by the railroad men, insurance President and his potence
Sirs. H. W. Mengel. of Louisville, Will
matiipteators, and a thousand and
What H. H. Rogers Said.
Speak Under Auspices of Wo.
one henchmen of Standard Oil, until
Particular
attention has been
ITUU1'11 ('huh.
they b-ave honestly come to believe drawn to one significant paragraph of
that the scarcity of money, the de- Rogers' interview, in which he says:
prtesion in the prices of stock, and
"There is more wealth in the coun•
e erythieg else undesirable from a try today than ever known
befare.
The following communication was
frost on the peach crop to decrease: Conditions, requirements and methods
received be. Mayor Yeiser yesterday.
attendance in the churches is to te? of carrying ,
on all kinds of bueiness. Hon. D. A. Yelser, Mayor and Memlaid et the doer of Provident loose- Including terming, have so changed
bers of the Gemeral Cowed!,'Padsvolt, and him ainne.
In recent years that general raga*
cab, Ky.
I
Hitherto inns feeling has had but Hon Is almoet imposelble today. The
Gentlemen: Mee II. W. Mengel, cpf
latiuwave tbruugiaosit the eouts- people throughout the 1 ash
r wM 'Louisville. KY., chairmen of the edutry, %here the opiniene of Vail street Reek to invest their surplus funds
in cational committee of the Federation
are not received with rtspect.
bonds and other aeeptities, and they
of Women's Clubs or Kellituakn. and
Werk Seemtly and Openly.
eEl demand that (+Candi-florae
exile
Nov.,-truwever, an attempt Is to be whereby these tnveetmenes will no't
be
made to attark Provident Roosevelt subject to disturbing inflirenees,
and
and he achninistration both sec-eel-In that Important - development
enter•
and openly.
prices, era not hampered by unnecesPoetielans who are in sympathy ipery and tenttuned a gitetion."•
But don't use the old-fashioned
with the Standard Oil movement are
This statenaent is exactly in line
moth balls, with their offensive
afraid to attack the edmintstratton with reports previously made to
odor.
Presopenly, bet they are expected to co- ident Roosevelt and
adtnimistraricn
operate under the surface.
leaders as to the pleas of the niseiIt wet not ouppowed that
Stand Roosevelt crowd. By public spceetres.
Is more effective, has very little
ard Oil company would *tow its hand by private letters and by means
of
odor, and, being a powder, goes
openly at such an early stage of the newspapers favorable to their
idea's,
much farther.
they expect during next year to
meld
public opinion.' in such a,, way as
to
make It appear that the radical policy
of president Roosevelt is injuring the
businceis of the country
Is a perfect disinfectant as well
To Hurt Him Perstintely,
as
a moth destroyer It's a fine,
The purpose of title campaign Is
clean white powder and this
Bret of all to 'hurt the Tweeldent perlarge box will last for months.
tonally. They would like to discredit
And while you are about the
halm and his ,polioles, but they wonid
work of ousting Inneetik fret a
Cleaned and pressed by
rather start 'with him arid wine up
can of
vompetent men. Called
with bis too:tele..

•
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Foreman Bros. Novelty Co. I
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

a

BANKRUPT SALE

•

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Whatever
your individual taste demands;
whether it be style, quality or
largeness of selection, we are'
satisfied to have you judge the
'merits of our clothes by the
exceptional values we offer at

10.00
We are certain that a careful
investigation of other stocks
will but heighten our competency not only as to $15.00
values, but at any price from
$7.50 to $40.00.
tft
i
C)

gtt
9-413 BROADWAY.

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads•

J. J, Newman, Sale Manager.
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Now is the time to
put in your-
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Look Oat for Moths

White Tar Preserving Camphor,
25 Cents

Ladies' and
Men's Clothes
for and delivered in
covered wagon. Prices
reasonable. Sat faction
guaranteed.

Early Ti m es
Jack Beam

•

•

WITH OAS

White Tar Moth •
Powder, 25c

BOTTLING in 'bond is
all right, but there
must be quality behind the
little green stamp. AV
bonded bottling looks alike
to Uncle Sam as long as
the tax has been paid.
Discriminating people that
know prefer

F
COOK

•

Club Membership $1
per month. .

FOR ti.eLE.
Nix room frame residence situated
eceiviedent to I, C. %hops, good condition, need neighborhood and particularly desirable to anyone Working
ifor the Illinois Central. l'sice 81.600.
Term.; arranged sat loractorily.
a •Tel.'phon
1
121'.
il• c. Hollins, Beal Estate. Truebeart
IiiilidIng.

Both Phones 150'1.

(40

ory day sonic one. ''Icsces his
uie, farm' the Incident
hie advantage by *thorns/s(x tor

We can furnish you with
the best stoves on the
market for $15 and up.
50 ft. of service pipe FREE.

Ikudisch's
Bug Destroyer

• and -exterminate all the bed
It kills them off *heti.bugs
lutely, as well as their nroods.

GILBERT'S Drug Store
— 4th and Broadway

FAULTLESS PRESSING C UB
I. E. ititillEliGER, Pros.

GASSTOVE

Agent for original Allegretti
Citnnles

COOK WITH 6AS
The Paducah Light & Power Co,
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lie blood flows through them. the,
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rour body is filtered out ttirough
children it will be PeOnliee
:iilliogs of little tubes, so small that
4 to be arn lnterosting
found useful in
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labia." "Anna the Adventuress." Ete.
sickly children it
...I your blood.
is par excellence
Copyright. 1905. 1906. by LITTLE. BROWN. and
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as a tonic and
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and Specialties.
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up
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ttle crystals, resembling sharp grains
and
correcting in(Continued from Yesterday.)
pf fine sand. Over-feeding also may
digestion and a
most aseuretily iu that ease if your
produce so much waste matter that
CHAPTER XI.
disposition to THOSE WHO WILL PARTR7IPATE
anxiety was to induce her to return to
four blood can't keep the uric acid
64
N the most unlikely places," Dun- her friends you would
be a little too
constipaiissolved, and the crystals are formed.
combs murmured to himself as late. AL! We have arrive
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I. :now, my
rour kidneys cannot pass these cryshe bowed to the 'fireneliniau friend, I must make
you free of the
recommend this
tds—they lodge and collect in the
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oil to be ebsoluteit-tle -filtering. tubes, where they tioned. "I aea very glad to meet you place."
be given in the' High school auditoDtmeombe was fuming with anger,
ly
the
purest
oil
'latch and irritate the tender fibres, again, M. le Baron," be said aloud.
but he had
rat the market. rium Thursday evening by the boys
pit as grains of sand' would- do in They Were in the covered garden at main sileut. discretion enough to reWe have it in 3.5C, of :he scaool has been arranged.
your eye. This irritation causes.the the Ritz. Duncombe had-accepted the "De
you play bridge?' time baron
pressing
Invitation
60e and el bottles. The proceeds of the entertainment
of an old college asked
pain in your back which warns you of
as they entered the card room.
go to time school paper, the "Tele
Give it a trial and
kidney disease, Bright's Disease and friend whom tie had met on the boule- "Oceasionally." Duncombe'aseentel.
vards to drop in and be introduced te
koblah"
in order to insure a hand.
be
convinced
of
death.
its
"I will go and see if I can find nny
his wife. And the third at the tea tasome annual. in the first part the
value.
At the very first sign of kid- ble
men," the baron remarktel. "I will
was
Louis, known in society ap- leave
We also have a couTplete new Stock beet musical talent of the school will
my young friendDe Bergillac to
ney disease, you must take LIFE parently M.
as M. le Baron de Suers.
entertain you. The Vicomte de Bee- of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines participate
accompanied
PLANT. LIFE PLANT has the Lady Iladiey, his friend's
by
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and toilet articles. A full line of Pal- High school orchestra. The end men
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Duncombe shook hands with a pale, mer's and Hazell'S perfumes and toilet eel keep the audience in a good
acid grains, being provided by Na- d frail pink and white little woman
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ly dressed, but whose whole 'appear- registered
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ance was distinguis
`time LIFE PLANT will have gently "You two know each other, of course," symptoms of lassitudehed -by marked telephone. Delivery to any part of given.
and ill health. the ciey.
Those to take part are: Interlaeu
washed every trace of uric acid out of she remarked. "Paris is no larger than They set in easy chairs almost opposite
tor, Will Rock: end men, David Ye-i
your kidneys (or wherever else it London, after all."
to one another, and Duncombe found
ser, Will Reddick, John Rinkleff
may exist) and give the organ hack "Sir George and I have met once at the other's scrutiny almost embarrassleast," the baron said,'smiling. "I am
loll Mous 756. Smelt and Broadway.
ing.'
Claude Epperheimer. Those in the
its blood-purifying powers. Thous- glad that
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he does me the honor of reands have saved tlieniSelves by tnembering the occasion."
"You speak French perhaps-yes?"
e:re.e are: George Scott, Gus E:liott
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CITIZENS' &VINE BANK
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lec•rporuted
Capital
earplug
Stockholders Liability

$100,000
50,000
100.000

Teta! security to depositors
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
Zourteous treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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FROM 7 TO 8 ()CLOCK.

Third and Broadway

CITY TRANSFER CO
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Olauber's Stable.
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S. H. W I NSTEAD
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President

ready for all kinds of hauling.
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phis and Vicksburg. PIUS Paduwill
sing
the
(-here!
parts,
,
lista ladles mine and so every evening
cpain
ah iroing
padocahiroi
op every
ngdoT:u
Thursday
vearyy
.
Tete program for the
Saturday
at. the Cafe , Montmartre rand such
,I. T. bONOVAN,
a
nlatinee concert will be what mleht
plaeter. One relnembere only tholes who
Pries
; Agt City Ticket Cffi.e
Sea $ CO 1 Saturday.
happen to have amused one and not
be termed a papule?. program. The
ViON:614.
It. I.
te
•i
always theme Forgive me if I speak
wet:rigs wit be Mr*. Mary HIssem do
R. M. PRAT11ER,.
to Ili.
le
ertir.
it,:
!
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
atterling Ittrairdy CP.,Chicago or N.Y. .ioll plaint:. A young lady who had' visitSurest
...jd
Quickest
soprano;
Cure
for
all
Moen
Miss Corneille OverAgent Uniod,Depot
Office Richmond lioUlle.
ed the Cafe Sloattlutrtre aloue-well.
THROAT
and
LUNG
TROUP.street, plane; Leon Leroy, clarinet:
I
ANNUAL SALE,TEN MILLION BOXES
L/1113, or MONEY RAM
YOU Might leek for bar anywhere, but,
Telephone 6C-11..
end Leo Solidi, violin cello. Tb.
"In regard to your medicine, I think it can't be
beat in the world. Once I was so bad that I could
not walk. I rook one bottle and can say that I
feel all right. My kidneys troubled me and I was
rEssy in my head. Thalhas about all left me. I
think one more bottle will fix me all right. I can't
layteo much for Life Plant."
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Liking
Saturday Candy.
31c pound.

SOld Saturday and Sunday only.

McPherson's
Drug Store,

..-

KILL

1

COUCH

Dr.::!King s
now uiscovery
Cnu
eNSC:
!!) PaTnid"

PAGE 11/IGHT.

ffIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

/again the discussien of the limitation
t of armament of nations on land and
I sea and abolt ion of the practice of
ssing force in the collection of debts
110114 PRONTO id&
owned by. one nation to citizens of
140•••••••••4••••••••••in•in
another.
Matinee and Night,
Carnegie Praises the Kid/AV.
River Stages.
Carnegie in his address to the
30.7 4.2 rise
Hears Speeches And Messages congress paid tribute to President Cairo
6.7 .0.4 fled
Rooseve:t and expressed the wish
6f Prominent Men
Cincinnati
21.5 0.8 fall
that Roosevelt might be the peace-'
.
.
19.1 0.7 fall
maker of the fature. He declared.
Y. C. ALLEY Presents
5.7 .0.)5 fa:1
however, that Emperor William '
is F renee
President Urges Delegates To Be the man among
Johasouville
0.4
fall
9.8
all men, who holda
The beet of all musical comedies,
Practical and Not To Expect
8.2 0.2 fall
the peace of nations in his power.
'fo
luch.
5.8 0.2 fell
At the afternoon session the speak- Mt- Carmel
era were: Secretary Root, Governor Nashville
14.1 2.2 fall
Hughes, of New York, Mayor Mc-IPittsburg . ...
4.8 0.1 fa.:1
18.4 0.2 fail
ROOT DEFINES OUR POSITION Ciellan, of New York city, and An-.St. Louis
drew Carnegie.
Vernon
18.6 0.5 fall
It was at the afternoon session also Paducah
210
20 - BEAUTIFUL
GIRLS - 2/0
that the letter from Roosevelt was
New York, April 16.- Warned by seed. Last night the speakers tnA full inch of rain felt yesterday,
President Roosevelt and Secretary of c:uded Baron Destournelies De Con- but the river fell 0.2 in the last 24
All New Song Hits.
State Root that If success is to stant, a member of the French sen- hours. The stage this morning was
crOwn those who are working for ate and head of the international 21.2. April 16 last year the stage Special Scenery and Electrical Effects
peace among the nations ef the world conciliation committee and Secreta- was 34.9. Business at Inc wharf is
their endeavor must be along practi- ry Straus, of the department of com- fair.
BIG BARGAIN MATINEE.
No rousters is again the cry of a•
cal lines, that they must not, by in- merce and labor who spoke upon
sisting upon the impossible, put off "The Peace of Nations and War the Buttorff and. the Clarksville trip
Prices: Children, 10c; adults .:15c.
the day. when the possible can tie ac- Within Nations." Straits also spoke wild be missed this week, and unless
complished, the National Arbitration of the Nobel Peace Prize which last the situation changes the Buttorff Night prices 25c, 35c and 50c.
and Peace conference, which is meet- year was conferred upon President may not arrive tomorrow for the
Nashville trip.
ing in this city under the presidency Roosevelt.
Seats on sale Fritlay at 9 a. in.
The Pacific, No. 2, had a big tow
of Andrew Carnegie, began its real
for such a small towboat yesterday,
activities with two crowded sessions
FOR SALE.
in Carnegie hall.
l'acant lot between Fountain ave- going down. There were 30 pieces in
COMMENCING
The president in his letter to the nue and Elizabeth street 50%165% the tow, consisting "of barges, coal
boats,
fiats
coal
and
a
derrick.
congress, exppessed the hope that ft. to alley. Price it&SO.
The Chattanooga
will leave this
the corning conference might result H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Building,
evening
at 5 o'c:oek for the TennesTelephone
In the adoption of an international
127.
• •
see river as far as Chattanooga. BusAND
arbitration treaty. Root, after seciness continues good with the packonding this hope, declared the United
Out of every 1,000 prison Inmates
BALANCE OF THE WEEK.
ets in
the Paducah-Chattanooga
States thought it
proper to urge in the United States 65 are
women' trade.
The Harry Brown with 25 empties
passed up this morning early from
the Misalssippi river. Several others
of the train of towboats thet went
WITH
down ten days ago, are headed back
MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND
toward Pittsburg.
•
The City of Memphis arrived this
SATURDAY.
morning from the Tennessee river
with a fair trip and today is at "Me- High-class Royalty plays.
6-Big °Vaudeville Acts-6
tropolis unloading. Returning this afternoon, the Memphis will be stripSpecial scenery for every play
ped of officers and accoutrements for
•
OPENING BILL.
the Clyde, and for the present will
lie up in the Tennessee rive?. The
Memphis may be thoroughly overhauled here as the Clyde was. The
Clyde will leave Wednesday evening
LADIES FREE MONDAY NIGHT
for the Tennessee river.
The W. W. was taken out on the
UNDER USUAL (X)NDITIONS.
ways yesterday and 3.111 require several days work. The W. W. is a good PRICESlooking boat with lots of gingerMatinee: Chikiren 10c. Adults 20c
bread work on It.

PEACE CONGRESS
UNDER HEADWAY

1

RIVER NEWS 1

,

TUESDAY, APRIL 16.

CbtKentucky

SATURDAY, APRIL 20

"CINDERELLA"

gudq, 9hi11ip 4V o.
319-22a Broadway.

Varpeto, Vurtaittel, tattings
gugs, Jhades,:finoleurns
W

E are ready to serve you new goods; now open, prettier than ever and an
endless variety from which to choose.
We are offering some very attractive bargains right now.

Velvet and .$russel `Carpets
Velvet Carpets, the best wearing carpet
made, in plain and floral effects, with and
wIthont borders, at....
$1.15 and 61 00
Brussels, Carpets In parlor and bed room
patterns and hall and stalls .. 85c, 75c, 135c
Ingrain Carpets, all wool, half wool and
quarter wool
75c, 55c, 40c

gug

Cocoa Foot
Mats

"THE TIDE OF LIFE"
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Night: 10, 20 and 30 cents.
Roy Broadfoot has shipped on the
John Hopkins as pilot. The John
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m.
Hopkins arrived this morning from
Evansvire and left before noon for
eanion being the comedy drama.
fficil same point:
The Margaret left today for the "The Tide of Life," presented by the
Tennessee river after ties for the Blum kell-Atwood company.
"There are several good actors In
Ayer-Lord Tie ,company.
The Nellie passed down yesterday the company and every member
with a big raft for Metropolis mills. worked herd to bring out the points
Captain Frank Wagner has finish- In their respective characters. Mr.
ed the city dump boat and it was Munk all as Tom D3):y, the ex-deteclaunched from the wharf yesterday tive, gave a matsly performanre of a
afternoon at 5 o'clock.
difficalt ro!e. He is ably supported
The Cape Gi-ardeau with the -Al- by Mies Lyllian Atwood. Mies Anna
ton Eagle in tow,- will leave Thurs- Kilduff, We Berate MT. Otto Thebus,
day for St. Louis. There have been Mt. Wilt Thebus and others. The spec
many false arms about these boats lties pAssented by
MiA118 Kilduff,
leaving but this
announcement the Thebus Bros. end
Mr. Barbet
seems definite, the Fannie Wallace were applauded heartily."
having called the:n t-sterday.
The Eagle did not get away until
yesterday for the Mississippi river
atter logs, and bail in to hie barges
aird Iderrick Boats or Le. Lipscomb
limber company ei Of. !outs.

Hannitn and Stetson men's Shoes, Plniree and
Foster ladies' Sloes are iyptcal of our character
shoe4.

COCHR.AN SHOE CO.
405 Broadway.
FPre-grim, SHOE ME N

"The Tide of Life" Trained.
The Blunkall'eatwood Stock eornpally will begin a week's ire taverner t
at the Kentucky theater Mormiae,
April 23 Prinea 10, 20 and 3e cents
Dedies Will be minified free Monday
eaeh paid 3.0 esna.tiebet,
night
If bought before 6 p m
rtvr,follow ing clipping is from the Jackson,
Tenn, Sun of psi). 10tb.
"'MP Aratrkm• bheater was crowded to the doors bet evening, the oc-

Foot Stools in all

Zargain

shape.) and sizes •
500 to $175

A special value in White Lace Curiains, extremely wide, worth regular $1.25 and 51 50, which
we offer in this sale at
$1.00
Our line of medium priced curtains is especially pretty this season at
We have some beauties.

We will sell a tine $2.50 curtain in this sale at

Something new In novelty patterns that will interest you.
and red nets at

*2 00

They come in white, arab, green
$3 00, *3 60, $4.00

Soor 9anelsi

Yortiers

For front doors, etc., we have a most ex-

Portiers in an endless variety in both fringe
and bordered, any shade or color, to match
your room; rope curtains in single and
double door sizes-anything you want in
portiers we have. Prices range
from
$1,76 to $13 60

tensive assortment of madras, fish nets,
figured nets, etc., in white, cream, arab,
red, green and stripes, at 25c, 30c, 45c, 50c
and up to $1.50 yard.

.•ei

ntake and Yang

•

$1.50, $2 00. *2.50

Ziour Window okadeo.

We

Acme 'Only

the Ze4t.
4

WilittlZoxes

%attings -

Utility boxes for shirt waits
and skirts _
$2 50 to *850
Screens of all kinds
from.
---- 61 00 to $8 50
Table covers..-.40c to $3 50

inoleunis
LiotileUtns for halls, kitchen,
offices, etc. This floor covering has no superior We are
showing all the better grades.
A spetial value extra heavy,
in this sale, square yard 50o

If your furniture needs recovering see our stock of upholstery goods.
We have a
very large stock from
50C to $2.50 per yard

5kird Yloor

_

The SUN "Want Ad" Column-the Market Place of Paducah .

Lendler & Lydon
409 Broadway.
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMIL
Y.

been showing the Hamilton-Brown & Co. line
WE ofhaveshoes
but a few days, lvt have made a wonder-

ful impression in Paducah, as they have elsewhere.
Hamilton-Brown Shoes are made by specialists-men
schooled in the shoe making industry, and there are five
immense factories contributing to make this famous firm
the largest manufacturers in the world.

FOR SALE.
Eight room residence centrally located, five rooms on ground floor and
three rooms on second floor, double
front porches 40 ft. long, large back
porch, new shingle roof, newly painted, water on both floors, sewerage
cennelkien, fuel
was,
improved
streets and sidewalks, grape arbor,
fruit trees, good stable, lot 50x16.1
to alley, $2,300.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate, Truelervirt
Building, Telephone 127.
•

No matter what price you have to pay for a shoe nor
for whom you want it, men, woman or child, yor find the
most representative lines here,

Special value in Reversible WW1 Rug. extra
heavy, 3x4 yards.
811 60'

Jpeeial in !face Vurtains

Mattings in all the dependa
ble grades, a Splendid assortment. We offer a special
value in a very heauy chin
matting, close weave, worth
23c, at, yard
80c

Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and
Mt.
Vernon. will fall slowly during the
next several days. At Paducah, no
material change during the next 12
hours, foThwed 10 falling At Cairo,
will rise slightly during the next 12
to 24 how s, then fall.
The Tefinessee from Florence to
be month, an4 the Wabash, at Mt.
Carmel will conOnue faring during
tie next 21 to 1111 hours.
The Miss,stlipl, from Chester to.
Cairo, no matetial change during the
neat 21 h

Our Shoes Stand Out in Marked
Distinction

Carpet size Rugs in Brussels, Velvet and
Axminster, 3x4 yards, 3341434 yards and
4x5 yards at.
$45 00, $32.50, $27.50, $25 00. *20.00
and $15.00.

1 bale 318 ft. Wilton Velvet IWO, floral and oriental
patterns, wortn $4.00, at..
$3 00

55c to $1 75

Monday Night

blunkall.Atwood Co

Varpet Jize gugs

•

We want you to see the shoes. We know shoe values,
having spent years at the bench. We never saw the equal
of the values put in these shoes, and neither have y-ou.

The American Lady Sells for
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50.
This is one of a half score of
the summer styles in THE
AMERICAN GENTLEMAN, the best $3.50, $4.00
and $5 shoes made. We show
the new tan as well as black
leather shoes.

It comes in high or low shoe, and every leather, and with
a great range of lasts, we have a shoe that will fit comfortably every foot.

The'American Gentleman Sells for
$3.50, $4.00, $5.00.
We show agreat line of Oxfords_ and high shoes, in all
leaehers, black and tan, in this shoe, and every style
any
taste fancies.
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